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Letter from the President 
For this issue I decided to provide members with a "Behind the Scenes" look at what the Executive Committee is and does. State reps, officers, coordinators of Educational Programs, Scholarships and Classics 
in Curricula, editors of NECJ, CANEweb and CANEns, director of the 
Summer Institute, and three at-large members assemble three times a year 
in the Fall, Winter and Spring, as well as the night prior to the start of the 
Annual Meeting. We recently gathered on September 28 and had a very 
fruitful meeting, discussing the usual order of business, including policy 
and procedures, with a focus on updates to NECJ, CANEweb, CANEns, 
and the Summer Institute. These areas are of particular interest in light of 
technological changes in recent years, such as social media, sharing resources 
and online registrations. The website navigation will be updated during the 
coming months in order to provide members with ready access to resources 
they seek. We are exploring ways to archive past Annual Bulletins and 
NECJ issues on the website (and on Jstor). An online calendar for promoting 
events throughout New England, like the Boston Classics calendar but on a · 
grander scale, is in the works. CANEns continues to be an exciting resource 
for teachers, updated on the CANE website and through Twitter three 
times a week (Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday), spotlighting and linking to 
updates, articles and application deadlines. Check them out at caneweb. 
net/ canens or follow them on Twitter. Kudos to Ben Revkin for managing 
the website, and to Ben, Emily Lewis, TJ Howell, and Lydia Haile Fassett for 
their herculean efforts with CANEns. They seek guest writers, particularly 
on "best practices" in Latin, so contact them through the website if you 
are interested. A formal application to the Finnegan-Plante scholarship, 
providing funding to teachers to attend the Annual Meeting, will be available 
on the website, as are other scholarship applications, such as the Coulter, 
Poggioli and discretionary grants. While CANE officers, coordinators and 
representatives work diligently throughout the year, our two major events 
are the Annual Meeting and the Summer Institute. The Annual Meeting will 
be held March 7-8 at St. Anselm College in Manchester, NH, and a mailing 
will go out in January with a registration form, suggested hotels and the 
program schedule. As many teachers have to request funding from their 
schools in advance, we will post on the website an info sheet with dates, 
location and description of the Annual Meeting for you to print and hand 
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to administrators. Please note also the "Call for Papers" on the website and 
in NECJ, with a December 1 deadline. We welcome papers and workshop 
ideas, as we wish to have a full program on both Friday and Saturday. We 
recognize that some teachers are unable to attend Friday, so we will make 
sure that Saturday's offerings are relevant for professional development. 
Some registrants found online registration helpful for the Annual Meeting 
and the Summer Institute, so we will be offering that resource again this year. 
At the September 28 meeting, Jeri Debrohun reported on the success of this 
past year's Summer Institute at Brown, "America's Founding Fathers and 
the Classics of Greece and Rome," and proposed dates and a theme for the 
2014 Summer Institute. Thanks again to Jeri for her continued hard work; 
more info is forthcoming on the website, in NECJ, and mailings. In addition 
to the "Call for Papers,'c I also point out the Writing Contest (December 
15 deadline) and Wieneke Award (December 31 deadline), which are both 
announced at the banquet of the Annual Meeting. Descriptions of all three 
items can be found in this issue. As always, I welcome your thoughts on 
how we can continue to improve the availability of important resources for 
teachers and their students, and I look forward to seeing you at St. Anselm in 
March, if not sooner! 
Optime valete, 
Michael Deschenes 
President, Classical Association of New England 
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